
Central Valley Ag’s Power Range mineral is formulated to meet the 
needs of your herd through all stages of life. 

As a non-weatherized mineral, Power Range is our best value mineral, 
offering a consistent diet while providing the needed vitamins and  
minerals as your herd cycles through the different stages of production.
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WHEN RESULT S MAT TER, 
TRUST CVA MINERAL

IN YOUR FEEDER.

VALUE BEST VALUE FOR OPERATIONS THAT 
DO NOT REQUIRE WEATHERIZATION

NUTRITION
FORTIFIED TO PROVIDE  CONSISTENT 
DIET INCLUDING NEEDED VITAMINS 
& MINERALS

LIFE STAGE MEETS THE NEEDS OF YOUR  
CATTLE AT ALL STAGES OF LIFE



C ODE PRODUC T DESCRIP TION

BBMA003Z POWER RANGE  
ALL-PURPOSE 6 MINERAL

Design to be the “price fighter” and compares similarly to farm store type of 
minerals that we often compete against. Can also be used as a mixing  
mineral in rations when added, where nutrition may be needed, or as an 
early season mineral when grass is lush and green. 

BBMA004Z POWER RANGE
  8 MINERAL 

This product is fortified as a complete mineral to meet all nutritional needs of 
the animal and can be fed year around. Typical intake is 3–4 oz per day. 
Designed to be the “go-to “product when customers are looking for a quality 
mineral and don’t want to change for seasons. 

BBMA146Z POWER RANGE
  8 LS MINERAL 

Designed to be the 2 oz mineral. This is lower in salt by 6%. Could be used 
year around if producers want a lower salt option and want to mix salt 
along with the mineral. 

BBMA107Z POWER RANGE 
MAG MINERAL

Designed for the early green grass or rye, grazing mineral when tetany is a 
concern or problem. 4 oz mineral. 

BBMA001Z POWER RANGE 
CHELATED BREEDER

Very similar to the Power Range 8 Mineral, but with the full 7 grams in 4 oz 
mineral Zinpro Availa 4 trace minerals, and then added vitamins. Great for 
those special need times, or a breeding/calving mineral. 

BBMA105Z POWER RANGE  
8 MOS MINERAL

Our All-Season 8 Mineral with Alltech Bio-Mos® technology supports over-
all animal performance and reinforces the function of the digestive system. 

BBMA002Z POWER RANGE
8 AV ZN HOOF GUARD

Our All-Season 8 Mineral with Zinpro Availa 4 and Availa Zinc to  
strengthen the hoof wall and protect against cracks.

Add Amaferm® to any product  above to increase the health of your herd.  Amaferm® is a precision-based prebiotic designed 
to enhance digestibility by amplifying the nutrient supply within for maximum performance. Amaferm is produced from a  
select strain of Aspergillus oryzae, through a proprietary multi-step process.  Amaferm® is a registered trademark of  
BioZyme.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CVA FEED SALES SPECIAL IST  TO BOOK YOUR ORDER OR EMAIL  FEED.ORDERS@CVACOOP.COM


